INTRODUCTION
============

Genetic instabilities of triplet repeat sequences including (CTG)*~n~*·(CAG)*~n~*, (CGG)*~n~*·(CCG)*~n~* and (GAA)*~n~*·(TTC)*~n~* have been found to associate with at least 14 genetic neurodegenerative diseases ([@b1],[@b2]). The onset of Huntington\'s disease, myotonic dystrophy and spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 is related to the expansion of CAG and CTG repeats in specific gene regions ([@b1]). The unusual biology associated with these repeats is probably owing to the inherent flexibility ([@b3],[@b4]) and genetic instability originating from unusual DNA structures, such as single loop, double loop, hairpins, flap intermediates and slipped-strand structures ([@b4]--[@b7]). Surface probing by anti-DNA antibodies has also revealed the presence of cruciform and Z-DNA structures in sequences containing slipped CAG and CTG repeats ([@b8]). Although biophysical and biochemical studies have shown that CAG and CTG repeats form stable hairpin structures with mismatched base pairs in the stem region during DNA replication ([@b9],[@b10]), little is known about the underlying chemical forces that govern these surprisingly stable structures.

The presence of mismatches in unusual DNA structures has been hypothesized to be the origin of genetic instabilities that lead to DNA mutations ([@b11]--[@b16]). Therefore, structural information about these unusual structures and mismatches is useful for understanding the triplet repeat expansion process. During DNA replication, repair and recombination, slippage in single strands of CAG and CTG repeats can occur, forming slipped-strand structures with A·A and T·T mismatches, respectively ([@b17]--[@b19]). In CAG repeat sequences, both extrahelical ([@b10],[@b20]) and intrahelical ([@b21]) A·A mismatches have been reported, whereas intrahelical T·T mismatches have been shown to remain stacked in CTG repeat sequences ([@b20],[@b22]--[@b24]). Not much information, however, has been obtained to elucidate how the repeat length affects the structural roles of CTG repeats during replication.

In order to understand how structures affect the slippage mechanism, the present study aims at investigating the structural details of CTG repeat sequences with different repeat lengths using NMR spectroscopy. Electrophoretic study has also been performed to analyze the hairpin formation propensity of these CTG repeat sequences. Owing to the repetitive nature of the sequences, it has been difficult to analyze triplet repeats using NMR spectroscopy due to the severe overlaps of resonance signals. Moreover, individual strands of CTG repeats tend to form homoduplex at NMR sample concentration. This reduces the population of the hairpin conformer and thus hampers spectroscopic studies of the structural roles of triplet repeats in the hairpin loops. To overcome the above-mentioned difficulties, the present work focuses on NMR investigation of the less crowded imino and methyl proton regions of CTG repeats. Since guanine and thymine imino protons are involved in Watson--Crick G--C and A--T base pairs, respectively ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the appearance of these imino signals provides evidence for the presence of Watson--Crick base pairs. The presence of interactions in T·T mismatches is also evidenced by the more upfield thymine imino signals. In order to enhance the population of hairpins, CTG repeat sequences have been designed to contain a complementary stem region to restrict the flexibility at both ends and adenine nucleotides have been inserted to the stem--loop junction ([@b25]). Fast cooling procedures and modifications by lengthening the stem region have also been carried out and demonstrated to be useful to promote the hairpin population.

The present work analyzed DNA sequences with up to 10 repeats because triplet repeat expansion with higher repeat number may be resulted from the formation of more folded structures of shorter repeats with similar stability ([@b21]). This is supported by previous ultraviolet (UV) melting studies that showed the folds formed by 30 CAG or CTG repeats have no higher melting temperatures than those formed by 10 repeats ([@b20]). Based on the successful resonance assignments of the imino and methyl signals, three types of CTG repeat hairpin structures have been identified. This study provides direct structural evidence for investigating the effect of repeat length on the stability and the propensity of CTG repeat hairpins. It also gives a clearer picture on how slippage occurs in steps of two triplets during expansion ([@b18],[@b19]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample design
-------------

(CTG)*~n~* hairpins have been designed to contain seven complementary Watson--Crick base pairs in the stem region. [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the positions of the stem nucleotides that are sequentially labeled from 1 to 7 on the 5′-stem and 8 to 14 on the 3′-stem. The increasing number of CTG repeats allows the understanding of how repeat length affects DNA structures. 'R*n*' is used to label the *n*th CTG repeat in the sequence. Two adenine nucleotides have been inserted to the 5′ end of the CTG repeats and one adenine nucleotide has been inserted to the 3′ end in order to promote the formation of hairpins ([@b25]). This step is important because the present work aims at studying how the CTG repeats behave in the hairpin loops. Their positions are labeled with L1, L2 and L3 as shown in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. To assist the resonance assignments of (CTG)*~n~*, extended sequences of (CTG)~3~, (CTG)~4~ and (CTG)~5~ have been synthesized. Two G--C base pairs have been added to the hairpin stem of (CTG)~3~, whereas four G--C base pairs have been added to the hairpin stems of (CTG)~4~ and (CTG)~5~ in order to increase the hairpin population. The numbers −1, −2, −3 and −4 are used to label the positions of nucleotides in the extended 5′ terminal, whereas −1′, −2′, −3′ and −4′ are used for the extended 3′ terminal. In order to confirm the resonance assignments of (CTG)~4~ and (CTG)~5~, the thymine nucleotide in the first CTG repeat of extended (CTG)~4~ and the thymine nucleotide in the second CTG repeat of (CTG)~5~ were substituted by a cytosine nucleotide. These sequences are called extended TR1C-(CTG)~4~ and extended TR2C-(CTG)~5~ with the substituted nucleotides TR1C and TR2C, respectively.

Sample preparation
------------------

All CTG repeat samples were synthesized using solid-phase phosphoramidite chemistry in an Applied Biosystems Model 392 DNA synthesizer. The samples were purified using denaturing PAGE, followed by electroelution and diethylaminoethyl Sephacel anion exchange column chromatography. Centricon-3 concentrators were finally used to remove the high salt contents of the samples. Sample quantities were determined by UV absorbance at 260 nm.

Electrophoretic study
---------------------

Non-denaturing gels containing 20% polyacrylamide were prepared to investigate the hairpin and duplex populations of (CTG)*~n~* sequences. In order to determine how the thermodynamic stabilities of different structures affect the hairpin formation propensity, the DNA samples were first heated to 95°C for 5 min to remove all structural heterogeneity and then allowed to cool slowly and stand at room temperature for at least 4 days. This slow cool procedure promotes the formation of the thermodynamically more stable conformer and thus allows an accurate estimation of the hairpin formation propensity based on the relative thermodynamic stabilities of the different conformers. As higher DNA concentrations favor the formation of duplex, 10 μM and 1 mM samples were prepared in an NMR buffer containing 150 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM sodium phosphate at pH 7 and 0.1 mM 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonic acid (DSS). The results from these two concentrations were useful for determining the concentration effect on the hairpin formation propensity. DNA samples in gels were stained with stains-all solution for detection. The hairpin and duplex populations were analyzed using Genetool Gel Analysis Software from Syngene.

NMR study
---------

NMR samples were prepared by dissolving 1 mM purified DNA samples into 500 μl NMR buffer and put into 5 mm Wilmad PP528 NMR tubes. Before NMR experiments, DNA samples were first heated to 95°C for 5 min and then immediately placed in an ice-water bath for another 5 minutes in order to promote the hairpin population. This fast cool procedure allows the detection and investigation of the structural features from the hairpin conformers. DSS was used to serve as an internal chemical shift reference standard and its most upfield signal was set to 0 p.p.m. All experiments were performed using a Bruker ARX-500 spectrometer operating at 500.13 MHz. The spectrometer is equipped with a BGU2 gradient unit and a BGPA 10 gradient power amplifier. All NMR data were acquired at 25°C unless stated otherwise. They were processed using Bruker XWIN-NMR software.

For studying the exchangeable imino protons, the samples were dissolved in 90% H~2~O/10% D~2~O NMR buffer. 1D proton NMR experiments were performed using the water suppression by gradient-tailored excitation (WATERGATE) pulse sequence ([@b26],[@b27]). 2D WATERGATE-NOESY experiments were performed at 300 ms mixing time with the time-proportional phase incrementation (TPPI) method ([@b28]). Spectral width was set to 21 p.p.m. with the carrier frequency placed at the water signal. The delay for the binomial water suppression was set to 67 μs. A pair of 1 ms gradient pulse at 16 G/cm was used in the WATERGATE sequence. For experiments involving only non-exchangeable protons, the solvent was exchanged to 99.96% D~2~O and a 2 s presaturation pulse was applied before the acquisition pulse to suppress the residual HDO signal. 2D NOESY experiments were also performed at 300 ms mixing time with the TPPI method. Spectral width was set to 11 p.p.m. For both types of NOESY experiments, the recycling delays were set to 2 s and 512 FIDs were collected. Each FID consists of 4096 complex data points and at least 32 scans were accumulated. The acquired data matrix was finally zero-filled to give a 4k × 4k data set with cosine window function applied to both dimensions.

Translational diffusion coefficients were determined at least three times for each sample using the bipolar pulse pairs longitudinal encode--decode (BPP-LED) pulse sequence ([@b29]) and the following equation ([@b30]): $$- \text{ln}\left( I/I_{0} \right) = D_{\text{t}}\gamma_{\text{H}}^{2}\delta^{2}G_{\text{z}}^{2}\left( \Delta - \delta/3 \right)$$ where *D*~t~ is the translational diffusion coefficient, *I* and *I*~0~ are the measured and maximum peak intensities, respectively, γ~H~ is the gyromagnetic ratio of a proton, δ is the gradient length, Δ is the time between the gradients and *G*~z~ is the gradient strength. A plot of −ln(*I*/*I*~0~) versus γ~H~^2^δ^2^*G*~z~^2^(Δ − δ/3) gives a slope equal to *D*~t~. Full gradient strength was calibrated using a *D*~t~ of 1.902 × 10^−5^ cm^2^/s for a 99.9% D~2~O sample ([@b31]).

RESULTS
=======

Electrophoretic and NMR studies on 10 CTG repeat hairpins, namely (CTG)*~n~*, where *n* = 1--10, have been performed. [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the exact sequence and the numbering scheme for each nucleotide. Based on the NMR characteristics of the imino and methyl protons, three types of hairpin structures have been identified in CTG repeat sequences ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). They are Type I: hairpin with no intra-loop hydrogen bond; Type II: hairpin with a 4 nt TGCT-loop; and Type III: hairpin with a 3 nt CTG-loop.

Electrophoretic results indicate the hairpin formation propensities of (CTG)*~n~*. [Figure 3A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the non-denaturing gel pictures of (CTG)*~n~* at 10 μM and 1 mM, respectively. In general, two bands were observed for all CTG sequences except (CTG)~1~ and (CTG)~2~. Owing to the higher electrophoretic mobility of the hairpin conformer, the lower bands were assigned to the hairpin conformers, whereas the upper bands were assigned to the duplex conformers. The hairpin populations as determined from the band intensities are shown in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. At 10 μM sample concentration, both (CTG)~1~ and (CTG)~2~ adopt only the hairpin conformation. A decrease in the hairpin population was observed when the repeat length was increased to three. The hairpin population was predominant when increased to four. All sequences containing even number of CTG repeats appear to have a higher hairpin population than the duplex. For (CTG)~4~, (CTG)~6~, (CTG)~8~ and (CTG)~10~, their hairpin populations were higher than those in (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~. At 1 mM sample concentration, there remain significant populations of hairpins, allowing NMR investigation of the hairpin structures. The structural details of these hairpins have been obtained to account for the different hairpin formation propensities observed between even and odd number of repeats. Based on the NOESY spectra, sequential assignments of the aromatic H6/H8, sugar H1′ and imino protons have been completed for (CTG)~1~ and (CTG)~4~ (Supplementary Material S1 and S2). As most of the other sequences showed serious spectral overlap in their NOESY spectra, very limited assignment information has been obtained. Therefore, subsequent assignments of the imino and methyl protons and structural analysis of these sequences were carried out with the help of the assignment results of (CTG)~1~ and (CTG)~4~.

Type I: hairpin without intra-loop hydrogen bond
------------------------------------------------

(CTG)~1~, (CTG)~2~ and (CTG)~3~ were found to adopt hairpin structure of this type. For (CTG)~1~, the proton NMR spectrum shows only a single set of proton peaks, indicating this sequence adopts a single conformation. (CTG)~1~ contains 20 nt and its *D*~t~ was found to be 1.22 × 10^−6^ cm^2^/s (s = ±0.01) from the intensities of T2 and T9 methyl peaks. This value is similar to the extrapolated zero concentration *D*~t~ (1.23 × 10^−6^ cm^2^/s, s = ±0.02) of a dodecamer duplex that contains 24 nt ([@b32]), supporting (CTG)~1~ is monomolecular. Based on the resonance assignments of the aromatic peaks, the imino signals were also assigned and they were all from the expected hairpin stem region ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The absence of imino signals from TR1 and GR1 suggests that (CTG)~1~ contains no intra-loop hydrogen bond.

[Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the methyl assignments of (CTG)~1~, (CTG)~2~ and (CTG)~3~. For (CTG)~2~, apart from T2 and T9 (1.33 and 1.35 p.p.m.) in the expected hairpin stem region and TR1 and TR2 (1.77 and 1.74 p.p.m.) in the expected loop region, two weak methyl signals corresponding to a small amount of duplex TR1·TR2 appeared between 1.5 and 1.6 p.p.m. ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The methyl assignments were confirmed by a *D*~t~ of 0.83 × 10^−6^ cm^2^/s (s = ±0.04) for the duplex signals and a *D*~t~ of 1.26 × 10^−6^ cm^2^/s (s = ±0.02) for the hairpin signals. As the imino region of (CTG)~2~ shows no imino signals from the loop region ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), no intra-loop hydrogen bond is suggested to be present in (CTG)~2~ hairpin.

For (CTG)~3~, the resonance assignments were based on the assignment results of (CTG)~1~, (CTG)~2~ and extended (CTG)~3~. In the methyl region ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), TR1, TR2 and TR3 of the hairpin loop are located more downfield than those of the duplex. In the imino region ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), T9 (13.51 p.p.m.) and G8 (12.46 p.p.m.) of the duplex were found to be slightly different from those of the hairpin (13.54 and 12.40 p.p.m., respectively). These differences are probably due to a small structural variation at the stem--loop junctions of the hairpin and duplex. Although two T·T mismatch imino peaks were observed at 10.76 and 10.52 p.p.m., these signals did not imply the presence of intra-loop hydrogen bonds in the hairpin structure of (CTG)~3~ because both of them were originated from the minor duplex conformer. To verify this, the sample was treated with the slow cool procedure that allows some kinetically trapped (CTG)~3~ hairpins to convert to the duplex conformer. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the imino and methyl regions of (CTG)~3~ after the slow cool treatment. The G8 and T9 imino protons and the TR1, TR2 and TR3 methyl protons of the hairpin conformer were found to decrease but not the T·T mismatch imino protons, indicating these T·T signals belong to the duplex conformer.

To further confirm the absence of intra-loop hydrogen bond in the (CTG)~3~ hairpin, the proton NMR spectrum of an extended (CTG)~3~ sequence with enhanced hairpin population was acquired. This extended sequence contains two additional G--C base pairs in the hairpin stem of (CTG)~3~. A simultaneous decrease in the peak intensities of the T·T mismatch imino, duplex methyl and duplex G8, T9 and GR3 imino protons was observed ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), confirming no intra-loop hydrogen bond. With the consideration of symmetry, the larger imino peak at 10.76 p.p.m. was assigned to duplex TR2·TR2 and the one at 10.52 p.p.m. was assigned to duplex TR1·TR3. These T·T mismatch chemical shift values are similar to those found in several duplexes ([@b33]). The possibility that these signals correspond to flipped-out solvent exposed thymines is unlikely because their imino signals are usually not observed at room temperature owing to their faster exchange rates with water ([@b34],[@b35]).

Type II: hairpin with a 4 nt loop
---------------------------------

The hairpins of (CTG)~4~, (CTG)~6~, (CTG)~8~ and (CTG)~10~ were found to contain a 4 nt TGCT-loop closed by a 5′-C 3′-G base pair, in which the C is on the 5′ end and the G is on the 3′ end of the loop. CTG repeats in the proposed loop region were found to interact with each other, forming a T·T-containing stem region that separates the 1 × 2 internal loop and the TGCT-loop ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This structure was supported by the appearance of (i) additional Watson--Crick guanine imino signals and (ii) T·T mismatch imino signals from CTG repeats of the hairpin conformer. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the imino region of (CTG)~4~ and the resonance assignments were completed (Supplementary Material S2). Apart from the imino signals from the hairpin stem region, additional guanine signals GR1, GR3 and GR4 were observed, indicating the presence of Watson--Crick base pairs GR1--CR4, GR3--CR2 and GR4--CR1, respectively.

To confirm these hairpin assignments, the spectrum of (CTG)~4~ was re-acquired after the slow cool treatment to promote the duplex population. The imino signals from GR1 and GR3 were found to decrease ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), indicating these signals belong to the hairpin conformer. The intensity of GR4 was found to remain unchanged, indicating this peak belongs to both the hairpin and duplex conformers. As the structures near the 1 × 2 internal loop regions between both conformers are expected to be similar, it is reasonable that both conformers have the same GR4 chemical shift.

Owing to the structural similarity in the duplex conformers of (CTG)~3~ and (CTG)~4~, the two (CTG)~4~ imino peaks at 10.53 and 10.76 p.p.m. were assigned to TR1·TR4 and TR2·TR3, respectively ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining peak at 10.60 p.p.m. was assigned to TR1·TR4 of the hairpin conformer. To verify these, NMR studies on an extended (CTG)~4~ sample was performed. The extension of the stem region with four additional G--C base pairs causes an increase in the hairpin population and a decrease in the duplex population. As both the imino peaks at 10.53 and 10.76 p.p.m. were found to decrease ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), these two peaks were confirmed to belong to the duplex conformer. The hairpin and duplex TR1·TR4 imino assignments were also confirmed by the disappearance of the imino signals at 10.60 and 10.53 p.p.m. in the extended TR1C-(CTG)~4~ spectrum ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In this sample, TR1 was substituted with a cytosine nucleotide and thus no TR1·TR4 pairing was expected in both the hairpin and duplex conformers.

For (CTG)~6~ hairpin, two pairs of CTG repeats, namely R1--R6 and R2--R5, were found to interact with each other. The 4 nt loop was closed by CR3--GR4 base pair. This structure was again supported by the presence of corresponding signals in the imino spectrum of (CTG)~6~. By comparing the imino region of (CTG)~6~ with that of (CTG)~4~ in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the most upfield T·T mismatch signal was assigned to TR1·TR6 of both the hairpin and duplex conformers owing to the similarity of their local structures. The peak at 10.76 p.p.m. was assigned to duplex TR2·TR5 and TR3·TR4, whereas the sharp peak at 10.84 p.p.m. was assigned to hairpin TR2·TR5.

Similar hairpin structures and imino signals were also observed for (CTG)~8~ and (CTG)~10~. Their imino assignments shown in [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} were made according to the assignment results of (CTG)~6~. For (CTG)~8~, the most upfield imino signal was assigned to TR1·TR8 of both the hairpin and duplex conformers. The imino signal at 10.76 p.p.m. was found to belong to hairpin TR2·TR7 and duplex TR2·TR7, TR3·TR6 and TR4·TR5. The imino protons of hairpin TR3·TR6 appear at 10.84 p.p.m. For (CTG)~10~, owing to the structural similarity when compared with (CTG)~6~ and (CTG)~8~, the most upfield imino signal was assigned to TR1·TR10 of both the hairpin and duplex conformers. The imino protons of hairpin TR2·TR9 and TR3·TR8 and the duplex TR2·TR9, TR3·TR8, TR4·TR7 and TR5·TR6 were found to locate at 10.76 p.p.m., whereas the sharp peak at 10.84 p.p.m. was assigned to hairpin TR4·TR7.

Apart from the imino region, the methyl region also exhibits the characteristics of the TGCT-loop with a 5′-C 3′-G closing base pair. [Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the methyl regions of (CTG)~4~, (CTG)~6~, (CTG)~8~ and (CTG)~10~. Based on the sequential assignment of (CTG)~4~, the two most downfield methyl resonances at 1.77 and 1.83 p.p.m. were assigned to TR2 and TR3 of (CTG)~4~ hairpin, respectively. These TGCT-loop signals also appear in the spectrum of (CTG)~6~, (CTG)~8~ and (CTG)~10~. Besides, other thymine methyl signals of the hairpin and the duplex conformers were found to appear between 1.49 and 1.70 p.p.m. The most upfield methyl signal corresponds to the stem T2 and T9 of both conformers.

Type III: hairpin with a 3 nt loop
----------------------------------

The hairpins of (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~ possess a 3 nt CTG-loop closed by a 5′-G 3′-C base pair ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The C7--G8 base pair in the hairpin stem region was weakened when compared with the above two types of hairpins. Apart from the first and last repeats and the repeat involved in the internal loop, the thymine nucleotides in all other repeats were found to interact with each other, forming a T·T-containing stem region that separates the internal loop and the CTG-loop. This hairpin structure was supported by (i) the presence of T·T mismatch imino signals between the two CTG repeats that locate on both sides of the CTG-loop, (ii) the increase in the intensities of these T·T mismatch signals at longer repeat lengths and (iii) the absence of imino signals from hairpin TR1·TR*n*, CR1--GR*n* and C7--G8.

For (CTG)~5~ hairpin, the third CTG repeat was involved in the loop and the most downfield T·T imino peak at 10.84 p.p.m. was assigned to hairpin TR2·TR4 ([Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This is based on the resonance assignments of (CTG)~6~, (CTG)~8~ and (CTG)~10~ hairpins. All these T·T mismatches are involved in the CTG repeats that close the loops and thus the chemical environment around these thymine nucleotides is expected to be similar. Other T·T mismatch signals were assigned to the duplex and verified by the spectrum of extended (CTG)~5~. Four G--C base pairs have been added to the stem region of (CTG)~5~. Although the sequential assignment of this extended sequence is practically not feasible owing to the severe overlap of cross peaks and the interfering cross peaks from the duplex conformer in the NOESY spectrum, most of the hairpin stem imino assignments were carried out by referencing the assignment results of extended (CTG)~4~. Because of the increase in the hairpin population of extended (CTG)~5~ as evidenced by the hairpin methyl signals, the increase in the peak intensity of the most downfield T·T imino signal confirms that this peak belongs to the hairpin. On the other hand, the intensities of the peaks at 10.53 and 10.76 p.p.m. were found to decrease, indicating that they are both from the duplex conformer. With the consideration of symmetry and structural similarity of the CTG repeats in the duplex, the imino peak at 10.53 p.p.m. was assigned to duplex TR1·TR5, whereas the peak at 10.76 p.p.m. was assigned to duplex TR2·TR4 and TR3·TR3.

Apart from the T·T mismatch imino signals, the imino signals of G8 and GR5 were also found to decrease in extended (CTG)~5~ ([Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that these signals belong to the duplex. As a result, no evidence has been obtained to support the presence of C7--G8 and CR1--GR5 base pairs in the hairpin. The T9 imino intensity remains similar in the spectra of (CTG)~5~ and extended (CTG)~5~, indicating the presence of A6--T9 base pair in the hairpin stem. Further confirmations of the above assignments were obtained from the observed changes in the corresponding imino peak intensities of extended (CTG)~5~ after the slow cool treatment. Upon a decrease in the hairpin population as evidenced by the hairpin methyl signals ([Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), the imino signals of hairpin TR2·TR4 were found to decrease, whereas those of duplex TR2·TR4, TR3·TR3, GR5 and G8 were found to increase ([Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). By substituting a cytosine nucleotide with TR2, no TR2·TR4 mismatch formation is expected in extended TR2C-(CTG)~5~. The disappearance of the imino peak at 10.84 p.p.m. and the decrease in the peak intensity at 10.76 p.p.m. indicate that these peaks belong to both the hairpin and duplex TR2·TR4, respectively. The methyl region of this substituted hairpin also assists the assignment of the most downfield signal to TR2 in the (CTG)~5~ and extended (CTG)~5~ spectra ([Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

The imino and methyl regions of (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~ are very similar to those of (CTG)~5~, except a higher peak intensity was observed for the most downfield T·T mismatch imino at 10.84 p.p.m. ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, their hairpin structures are expected to be similar to that of (CTG)~5~. The imino peak at 10.84 p.p.m. was assigned to hairpin TR3·TR5 in the (CTG)~7~ spectrum and hairpin TR4·TR6 in the (CTG)~9~ spectrum. The increase in peak intensity at longer repeat lengths suggests that more CTG repeats interact with each other and thus stabilizes the T·T mismatches near the CTG-loop. As no TR1·TR5 imino signal was observed for (CTG)~5~ hairpin, no TR1·TR7 and TR1·TR9 mismatches were also expected in the hairpin structures of (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~, respectively. Therefore, only two pairs of CTG repeats, namely R2--R6 and R3--R5, were found to interact with each other in (CTG)~7~. The chemical shifts of the imino signals of hairpin TR2·TR6 and duplex TR2·TR6, TR3·TR5 and TR4·TR4 were found to be the same at 10.76 p.p.m. owing to the similarity of their local structures in both conformers. The imino peak at 10.53 p.p.m. was assigned to duplex TR1·TR7. For (CTG)~9~, three pairs of CTG repeats, namely R2--R8, R3--R7 and R4--R6, were found to interact with each other. Hairpin TR2·TR8 and TR3·TR7 and duplex TR2·TR8, TR3·TR7, TR4·TR6 and TR5·TR5 have the same imino chemical shift at 10.76 p.p.m. The imino peak at 10.53 p.p.m. was assigned to duplex TR1·TR9.

[Figure 9B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the methyl regions of (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~. Owing to the lower hairpin populations compared with sequences containing even number of CTG repeats, the signals from the hairpin conformers are relatively weak. Unlike the hairpins with the TGCT-loop ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), no characteristic peak has been identified in the methyl regions for these hairpins with the CTG-loop. The methyl region of extended (CTG)~5~ hairpin in [Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} also differs significantly from those with the TGCT-loop ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the hairpin loops in these CTG repeat sequences are different.

DISCUSSION
==========

Three types of CTG repeat hairpins have been identified in this study. For the first type in which no intra-loop hydrogen bond was observed, the increase in the number of CTG repeats causes an increase in the loop size. (CTG)~1~ contains a 6 nt loop, whereas (CTG)~2~ and (CTG)~3~ contain a 9 and a 12 nt loop, respectively. The formation of this type of hairpin is probably owing to the presence of the three flanking adenines. However, these adenines reduce the duplex population and allow us to elucidate the structural roles of the CTG repeats in sequences containing 1--3 repeats. The absence of intra-loop hydrogen bond in this type of hairpin suggests that during DNA replication, there is probably no stabilizing interaction in the triplet repeat region when the sequence contains less than four CTG repeats and thus the formation of slipped-strand structures is not likely.

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the results obtained using the mfold web server ([@b36]), which predicts the secondary structures of single strand DNA based on the nearest-neighbor model free energies ([@b37]). The predicted results agree well with the experimental structures. From the electrophoretic results, increasing the repeat length to three led to a drop in the hairpin population. This indicates that the hairpin formation propensity decreases at longer repeat lengths in this type of hairpins. However, this propensity indeed depends not only on the thermodynamic stability of the hairpin but also on the stability of the duplex. Therefore, an increase in the hairpin stability does not necessary cause an increase in the hairpin formation propensity.

When the repeat length was increased to four, instead of a further decrease, the hairpin population was found to increase. This is probably related to the formation of the TGCT-loop and the presence of stabilizing interactions between the CTG repeats. The 4 nt TGCT-loop structure is consistent with the previous findings on the loop structure of the sequence containing six CTG repeats ([@b38]). Structure predictions using mfold also support this 4 nt loop structure ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The only difference is that no base pair is expected between CR1 and GR4, i.e. the 2 nt right next to the 1 × 2 internal loop.

The TGCT-loop has also been suggested to behave like a 2 nt loop in which the two thymines form hydrogen bonds and stack with the loop-closing base pair ([@b9]). In [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, a small shoulder peak was observed at 10.85 p.p.m. in the (CTG)~4~ spectrum. This is probably owing to the two thymines that weakly interact with each other in the TGCT-loop. The presence of these interactions is supported by the imino spectra at 15 and 5°C (Supplementary Material S3), in which enhancement of the hairpin TR2·TR3 signals was observed owing to the improved stability at lower temperatures.

The stability of the hairpins with the CTG-loop also depends on the repeat length because there are more CTG repeats interacting with each other at longer repeat lengths. For (CTG)~5~ hairpin, although the guanine imino signals from GR2 and GR4 have not been identified probably due to the fact that they remain unresolved with the guanine peaks from the stem, CR2--GR4 and GR2--CR4 base pairs are likely to exist because these base pairs can improve the stability of TR2·TR4 mismatch through base pair stacking. The appearance of the TR2·TR4 signals implies the presence of these two flanking G--C base pairs. This situation has been observed in the hairpin structures of (CTG)~4~ and extended (CTG)~4~. The appearance of the hairpin TR1·TR4 imino signals was accompanied by the hairpin GR1 and GR4 imino signals. GR1--CR5 base pair may also be present in (CTG)~5~ hairpin owing to the stacking interactions with CR2--GR4 base pair. As no TR1·TR5 imino signal has been observed, GR1--CR5 base pair is probably not very stable.

For the hairpin structures of (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~, the TGCT-loop is expected to form according to mfold predictions ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, the present NMR results indicate the formation of the CTG-loop instead of the TGCT-loop. Although thermodynamic findings have shown that DNA hairpin loops of 4--5 nt are more stable than other smaller or larger loops ([@b39]--[@b41]), the formation of the CTG-loop instead of the TGCT-loop in (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~ allows more nucleotides in the CTG repeats to interact with each other and thereby increasing the overall stabilities of the hairpins. This loop structure is also consistent with previous NMR findings on the loop structure of a DNA sequence containing five CTG repeats ([@b38]).

The hairpin populations of (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~ were found to be lower than any of those hairpins with the TGCT-loop. When compared with the TGCT-loop, the CTG-loop was found to destabilize the hairpin conformation. In [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, the absence of the hairpin G8 signal indicates that C7--G8 base pair is not stable. The hairpin peaks were slightly broadened probably owing to more dynamical motions in the CTG repeat region. This destabilizing effect exemplifies the importance of the loop structure in affecting the hairpin formation propensity. Apart from the geometric constraints between the 4 and 3 nt loops, the TGCT-loops of (CTG)~4~, (CTG)~6~, (CTG)~8~ and (CTG)~10~ are closed by a 5′-C 3′-G base pair instead of a 5′-G 3′-C base pair for the CTG-loops of (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~. This 5′-pyrimidine 3′-purine arrangement has been found to be particularly favorable for loop closing ([@b42],[@b43]) and thereby leading to an increase in the stabilities of hairpins with the TGCT-loop.

For both types of hairpins with the TGCT-loop and the CTG-loop, more CTG repeats were found to interact with each other at longer repeat lengths. Previous findings have shown that hairpin stability increases linearly with repeat length ([@b23]). However, the hairpin populations of the same type were found to be similar, indicating that the hairpin formation propensity has no dependence on the repeat length. This is probably owing to the fact that increasing the repeat length not only improves the stability of the hairpin conformer but also the duplex conformer. As more CTG repeats are involved in interacting with each other in the duplex conformer, the enthalpic contribution to the thermodynamic stability is even more pronounced compared with the hairpin conformer. However, this enthalpic contribution is compensated by the entropic effect that the duplex formation requires two individual DNA strands. As a result, no significant change has been observed in the hairpin formation propensity for sequences with different repeat lengths.

During DNA replication, triplet repeat expansion has been proposed to occur via the formation of slipped-strand structures ([@b17]--[@b19]). Polymerase-catalyzed extensions of self-priming hairpin folds have shown that CAG and CTG repeats predominantly form 4 nt loops that slip in steps of two triplets during expansions ([@b18],[@b19]). The results of this study demonstrate that DNA sequences containing even number of CTG repeats have a higher propensity to form hairpins than those containing odd number of repeats. The difference in the propensities between these types of structures is owing to the presence of the TGCT-loop closed by a 5′-C 3′-G base pair instead of the CTG-loop closed by a 5′-G 3′-C base pair. In addition, there are more stabilizing interactions between the CTG repeats in the hairpins with the TGCT-loop than the CTG-loop. All these contribute significantly to the higher hairpin formation propensity in sequences containing even number of CTG repeats, thus lead to the slippage process occurs in step of two triplets.
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![(**A**) Imino and methyl protons (in bold) in Watson--Crick base pair and T·T mismatch. Owing to the asymmetric arrangement of the T·T mismatches, two T·T pairing modes are present. Rapid transition between the two pairing modes is possible. (**B**) Numbering scheme of (CTG)*~n~*. Nucleotides in gray represent the extended stem regions that promote hairpin formation.](gki307f1){#fig1}

![NMR determined and mfold predicted structures of (CTG)*~n~*.](gki307f2){#fig2}

![Non-denaturing gel of (CTG)*~n~* at (**A**) 10 μM and (**B**) 1 mM. (**C**) Hairpin populations of (CTG)*~n~* determined at 10 μM (black) and 1 mM (gray). The populations were calculated from the average of four trials and the uncertainties were determined from the standard deviations of the average values.](gki307f3){#fig3}

![(**A**) Imino and (**B**) methyl regions of (CTG)*~n~* with *n* = 1--3. The label TR(*m*·*n*) refers to the assignment of TR*m*·TR*n*.](gki307f4){#fig4}

![(**A**) Imino and (**B**) methyl regions of (CTG)~3~, (CTG)~3~ after slow cool treatment and extended (CTG)~3~. By comparing the G8 and T9 imino intensities and the methyl intensities of the hairpin and duplex conformers, the duplex population was found to increase in the slow cool state but decrease in the extended (CTG)~3~ sequence.](gki307f5){#fig5}

![Imino regions of (CTG)~4~, (CTG)~4~ after slow cool treatment, extended (CTG)~4~ and extended TR1C-(CTG)~4~. The extended (CTG)~4~ sample contains four additional G--C base pairs at the stem terminals. The extension of the stem region promotes the hairpin population and thus a decrease in the duplex population. The imino peaks at 10.53 and 10.76 p.p.m. were found to decrease accordingly, confirming that these two peaks belong to the duplex conformer. In the extended TR1C-(CTG)~4~ sample, TR1 was substituted by a cytosine nucleotide TR1C, the imino region shows no signal at 10.53 and 10.60 p.p.m. As no TR1C·TR4 pairing was expected in both the hairpin and duplex conformers, the absence of signal at these chemical shifts confirms the assignments of TR1·TR4 in the (CTG)~4~ duplex and hairpin, respectively.](gki307f6){#fig6}

![(**A**) Imino and (**B**) methyl regions of (CTG)*~n~* with *n* = 4, 6, 8 and 10.](gki307f7){#fig7}

![(**A**) Imino and (**B**) methyl regions of (CTG)~5~, extended (CTG)~5~, extended (CTG)~5~ after slow cool treatment and extended TR2C-(CTG)~5~.](gki307f8){#fig8}

![(**A**) Imino and (**B**) methyl regions of (CTG)~5~, (CTG)~7~ and (CTG)~9~.](gki307f9){#fig9}
